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FTC Rule on “Novel Payment Methods” 

 

This article was written by Ted Kitada,
1
 Senior 

Counsel with Wells Fargo Bank and Chairman of 
CBA’s Legal Affairs Committee. 
 

I. Background.  Enacted in 1994, the 

federal Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and 

Abuse Prevention Act (“Telemarketing Act”)
2
 

targets deceptive or abusive telemarketing 

practices.  The Telemarketing Act specifically 

directs the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) to 

issue a rule defining and prohibiting deceptive 

and abusive telemarketing practices.
3
  Under the 

Telemarketing Act, the FTC issued the original 

                                                           
1
 Mr. Kitada may be reached at 415-396-5461. 

2
 15 U.S.C. 6101-6108.  Some entities and products 

fall outside the FTC’s jurisdiction.  See 15 U.S.C. 

45(a)(2) (setting forth certain limitations to the 

FTC’s jurisdiction with regard to its authority to 

prohibit unfair or deceptive acts or practices). These 

entities include banks, savings and loan institutions, 

and certain federal credit unions. It should be noted, 

however, that although the FTC’s jurisdiction is 

limited with respect to the entities exempted by the 

FTC Act, the FTC has made clear that the Rule does 

apply to any third-party telemarketers those entities 

might use to conduct telemarketing activities on 

their behalf. See TSR Proposed Rule, 67 FR 4492, 

4497 (Jan. 30, 2002) (citing TSR Final Rule 1995, 

60 FR 43843) (“As the Commission stated when it 

promulgated the Rule, ‘[t]he Final Rule does not 

include special provisions regarding exemptions of 

parties acting on behalf of exempt organizations; 

where such a company would be subject to the FTC 

Act, it would be subject to the Final Rule as 

well.’”).     
3 15 U.S.C. 6102(a). 

Telemarketing Sales Rule (“TSR”) in 1995
4
 and 

subsequently amended the TSR in 2003,
5
 2008,

6
 

and 2010.
7
  The TSR applies to virtually all 

“telemarketing,” defined to mean “a plan, 

program, or campaign which is conducted to 

induce the purchase of goods or services or a 

charitable contribution, by use of one or more 

telephones and which involves more than one 

interstate call.”
8
 

 

On July 9, 2013, in an unanticipated development 

the FTC proposed to amend the TSR to enhance 

its antifraud protections, as well as to clarify 

amendments that apply primarily, though not 

exclusively, to the provisions restricting 

unwanted calls (the “NPRM”).
9
  The FTC’s 

NPRM would with respect to its antifraud 

amendments:  

 

                                                           
4 Telemarketing Sales Rule Statement and Basis and 

Purpose and Final Rule, 60 Fed.Reg. 43842 

(August 23, 1995). 
5 Amended Telemarketing Sales Rule Statement and 

Basis and Purpose and Final Rule, 68 Fed.Reg. 

4580 (January 29, 2003).  
6 Amended Telemarketing Sales Rule Statement and 

Basis and Purpose and Final Rule, 73 Fed.Reg. 

51164 (August 29, 2008). 
7 Amended Telemarketing Sales Rule Statement and 

Basis and Purpose and Final Rule, 75 Fed.Reg. 

48458 (August 10, 2010). 
8 16 C.F.R. 310.2(cc), using the same definition as 

the Telemarketing Act, 15 U.S.C. 6106. 
9 Telemarketing Sales Rule Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking, 78 Fed.Reg. 41200 (July 9, 2013). 
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1. Define and prohibit the use of four types of 

payment methods by telemarketers and sellers: 

“remotely created check,” “remotely created 

payment order,” “cash-to-cash money transfer,” 

and “cash reload mechanism.”  

 

2. Expand the prohibition against advanced fees 

for recovery services (now limited to recovery of 

losses sustained in prior telemarketing 

transactions) to include recovery of losses in any 

previous transaction. 

 

The analysis below explores in detail the final 

rule (the “Rule”) issued under the NPRM by the 

FTC with regard to these antifraud considerations 

touching upon the four novel payment methods.
10

  

                                                           
10 This analysis will not explore the clarifying 

amendments to the TSR under the proposal.  In 

short, such amendments serve three main functions.  

First, they specify that a description of the goods or 

services purchased must be included in the 

verification recording of a consumer’s agreement to 

purchase them.  Second, they clarify that the 

business-to-business exemption extends only to 

calls to induce a sale to or contribution from a 

business entity, and not to calls to induce sales to or 

contributions from individuals employed by the 

business.  Finally, these amendments address the 

TSR’s Do Not Call requirements to:  

• State expressly that a seller or telemarketer bears 

the burden of demonstrating that the seller has an 

existing business relationship with, or has obtained 

an express written agreement from, a person whose 

number is listed on the Do Not Call Registry;  

• Illustrate the types of impermissible burdens that 

deny or interfere with a consumer’s right to be 

placed on a seller’s or telemarketer’s entity-specific 

do-not-call list;  

• Specify that a seller’s or telemarketer’s failure to 

obtain the information necessary to honor a 

consumer’s request to be placed on a seller’s entity-

specific do-not-call list pursuant to section 

310.4(b)(1)(ii) disqualifies it from relying on the 

safe harbor for isolated or inadvertent violations in 

section 310.4(b)(3); and  

The FTC announced the Rule under a press 

release dated November 18, 2015.   

 

II. The Rule.  As noted above the Rule 

issued under the NPRM addressed novel payment 

methods.  These payment methods under the 

NPRM and the Rule are detailed below.  In 

addition, this analysis explores Bank Secrecy Act 

and anti-money laundering ramifications of the 

Rule.  Further, this analysis will note that with the 

Rule, plaintiffs in a class action will now have a 

new federal rule on which to fashion a state 

consumer class action against telemarketers under 

the Unfair Competition Law.
11

  This analysis will 

also discuss a treasury management service where a 

depository bank may create for a commercial 

customer an instrument similar to a remotely 

created check and the risks now inherent in that 

service in light of the Rule.  Finally, this analysis 

will examine one risk mitigation strategy using 

the new character “6” in the external processing 

code field. 

 

A. Novel payment methods in 

telemarketing.  The novel payment methods 

addressed remotely created checks and remotely 

created payment orders, cash-to-cash money 

transfers, and cash reload mechanism.  The FTC 

views these four payments methods as novel 

payment methods, differing from conventional 

payment methods, such as credit cards and 

electronic fund transfers through debit cards.  

Conventional payment methods are authorized, 

cleared, and settled through payment networks 

that can be monitored systemically for fraud.  

Further enhancing the security of conventional 

payment methods is the fact they are subject to 

federal laws providing statutory and regulatory 

limitations on a consumer’s liability for 

                                                                                                 

• Emphasize that the prohibition against sellers 

sharing the cost of Do Not Call Registry fees, which 

are non-transferrable, is absolute. 
11 California Business and Professions Code § 

17200. 
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unauthorized transactions and standard 

procedures for error resolution.
12

 

 

These novel payment methods under the NPRM 

and the Rule are addressed in turn below. 

 

1. Remotely created checks and 

remotely created payment orders.  Traditional 

checks require the signature of an accountholder 

and order a financial institution to pay money 

from the account of the account owner to a payee.  

As originally defined in the NPRM, a remotely 

created check (“RCC”)
13

 is a type of paper check 

which is created by the payee (typically a 

merchant, seller, or telemarketer) using solely the 

payor consumer’s personal and financial account 

information and lacking the signature of the 

payor.
14

  In lieu of the payor’s signature 

evidencing due authorization, the RCC frequently 

bears a legend indicating that the accountholder 

has authorized the RCC or that a signature of the 

accountholder is unnecessary.  An RCC is 

normally deposited into the payee’s account and 

cleared like any other check.   

  
                                                           
12 See, e.g., Regulations E (12 C.F.R. Part 1005) 

and Z (12 C.F.R. Part 1026). 
13 A remotely created check is sometimes also 

called a “demand draft,” a “preauthorized draft,” a 

“MICR draft,” or a “telecheck.”  However, the 

definition of a remotely created payment order 

under the Rule does not capture a payor-originated 

instrument.   

 
14 A remotely created check is defined in 

Regulation CC § 229.2(fff) as follows: 

(fff) Remotely created check means a check 

that is not created by the paying bank and 

that does not bear a signature applied, or 

purported to be applied, by the person on 

whose account the check is drawn. For 

purposes of this definition, “account” means 

an account as defined in paragraph (a) of 

this section as well as a credit or other 

arrangement that allows a person to draw 

checks that are payable by, through, or at a 

bank. 

As defined in the NPRM, a remotely created 

payment order (“RCPO’) is an electronic version 

of a RCC.
15

  A RCPO looks and functions like a 

RCC, but it never existed in paper form.  

Employing remote deposit capture, a merchant, 

seller, or telemarketer can image and 

electronically deposit a RCPO into the check 

clearing system in the same way as a traditional 

paper check.  In contrast to payment transactions 

processed through the automated clearing house 

and card networks, a RCC or RCPO is not subject 

to centralized, systemic monitoring.  The check 

clearing system (both paper and electronic 

items
16

) is decentralized in nature and an RCC 

and RCPO are generally not identifiable by 

automated means through the MICR line.
17

     

 

Driven by the comments to the NPRM, the FTC 

concluded that the use of a RCC and RCPO in 

telemarketing is a deceptive, abusive practice.  

Accordingly, the Rule addresses such practice in 

telemarketing by:      

 

 Prohibiting the use of remotely created 

payment orders in outbound and inbound 

telemarketing transactions;  

 Adopting a modified definition of the term 

“remotely created payment order” that 

broadly includes checks (including “remotely 

created checks”) and payments that are: (1) 

created by the payee; and (2) sent through the 

check clearing system; and 

 Eliminating the proposed definition of the 

term “remotely created check.”  

 

                                                           
15 A RCPO is also referenced as an electronic 

payment order. 
16 Regulation J § 210.2(i)(2). 
17 But see ANSI X9.100-160-2-2014, Magnetic Ink 

Printing (MICR), Part 2: EPC Field Use.  Effective 

November 24, 2015, at Clause 5.6, this new ANSI 

standard permits the use of a character “6” in the 

external processing code field (position 44), to 

facilitate the identification of a RCC.   
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The Rule provides a new definition of a 

“remotely created payment order” at 16 C.F.R. § 

310.2(cc): 

 

(cc) Remotely created payment order means 

any payment instruction or order drawn on a 

person’s account that is (a) created by the 

payee or the payee’s agent and (b) deposited 

into or cleared through the check clearing 

system. The term includes, without 

limitation, a “remotely created check,” as 

defined in Regulation CC, Availability of 

Funds and Collection of Checks, 12 CFR 

part 229.2(fff), but does not include a 

payment order cleared through an Automated 

Clearinghouse (ACH) Network or subject to 

the Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. 1601 et 

seq., and Regulation Z, 12 CFR part 1026, et 

seq. 

 

Additionally, at 16 C.F.R. § 310.4(a)(9), as a new 

abusive telemarketing act or practice, remotely 

created payment orders as defined above are 

prohibited: 

 

(9) Creating or causing to be created, directly 

or indirectly, a remotely created payment 

order as payment for goods or services 

offered or sold through telemarketing or as a 

charitable contribution solicited or sought 

through telemarketing; or 

 

As a comment to this new prohibition, the 

definition of “remotely created payment order” 

may present some ambiguities:   

 

 Only a payment instruction or order 

“deposited into or cleared through the check 

payment system” is covered within this 

definition.  Therefore, in the event a 

depository bank and paying bank are the same 

bank, an “on-us” remotely created payment 

order may not be captured within this 

description.  An “on-us” check is not cleared 

through the check clearing system.   

 

 A remotely created payment order “does not 

include a payment order cleared through an 

Automated Clearinghouse (ACH) Network.”  

Therefore, in the event an ACH file involves 

an “Originating Depository Financial 

Institution”
18

 and a “Receiving Depository 

Financial Institution”
19

 that is the same 

institution, such a file is normally not cleared 

through the ACH network; such a file does 

not involve an ACH Operator.
20

  In the event 

the ODFI and RDFI are the same institution, a 

remotely created payment order under the 

Rule may not be involved. 

 

 Inasmuch as a remotely created payment 

order merely must be drawn against a 

“person’s account,” a payment order drawn 

against a non-consumer’s account could be 

captured within this definition.   

 

Notwithstanding such ambiguities, a bank would 

be well guided to treat “on-us” checks and intra-

institutional ACH transactions as covered under 

the Rule due to its broad, prophylactic purpose. 

 

 2. Cash-to-cash money transfers 

and cash reload mechanisms. Money transfer 

providers enable consumers to send money 

quickly and conveniently to distant recipients, 

using a network of agents in various locations in 

the U.S. and abroad.  As used in the NPRM, the 

term “cash-to-cash money transfer” describes a 

specific type of money transfer in which a 

consumer tenders cash to a money transfer 

provider that transfers the value to another person 

to enable the intended recipient to pick up the 

cash in person at a remote location.  Once a cash-

to-cash transfer is picked up, a consumer has no 

recourse to recover the cash after a fraud is 

discovered.   

 

Cash reload mechanisms are similar: a consumer 

does not have a means to recover a payment.  

                                                           
18 NACHA Operating Rules and Guidelines § 8.65. 
19 NACHA Operating Rules and Guidelines § 8.82. 
20 NACHA Operating Rules and Guidelines § 8.10. 
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Cash reload mechanisms act as a virtual deposit 

slip for a consumer to load funds onto a general 

purpose reloadable (“GPR”) card without a bank 

intermediary.  The consumer simply pays cash, 

plus a small fee, to a retailer selling cash reload 

mechanisms, such as MoneyPaks,
21

 Vanilla 

Reloads, or Reloadit packs.  In exchange, the 

consumer receives a PIN.  The consumer can use 

this PIN over the telephone or Internet to load the 

funds onto any existing GPR card within the 

same prepaid card network, apply the funds to a 

“digital wallet” with a payment intermediary 

(e.g., PayPal), or pay a utility or other bill to an 

approved partner of the cash reload mechanism 

partner.  As with a cash-to-cash money transfer, 

once a cash reload mechanism is transmitted to an 

anonymous wrongdoer, the cash cannot be 

recovered.  

     
Accordingly, the Rule at 16 C.F.R. § 310.2(f) 

defines a “cash-to-cash money transfer”: 

 

(f) Cash-to-cash money transfer means the 

electronic (as defined in section 106(2) of the 

Electronic Signatures in Global and National 

Commerce Act (15 U.S.C. 7006(2)) transfer of 

the value of cash received from one person to 

another person in a different location that is 

sent by a money transfer provider and received 

in the form of cash. The term includes a 

remittance transfer, as defined in section 

919(g)(2) of the Electronic Fund Transfer Act 

(“EFTA”), 15 U.S.C. 1693a, that is a cash-to-

cash transaction; however it does not include 

any transaction that is:  

 

(1) An electronic fund transfer as defined 

in section 903 of the EFTA;  

 

(2) Covered by Regulation E, 12 CFR part 

1005.20, pertaining to gift cards; or  

(3) Subject to the Truth in Lending Act, 

15 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.  

                                                           
2121 Green Dot has voluntarily announced that it is 

discontinuing this product according to the 

supplementary information accompanying the Rule. 

 

Further, the Rule at 16 C.F.R. § 310.2(g) defines 

a  

 

(g) Cash reload mechanism is a device, 

authorization code, personal identification 

number, or other security measure that 

makes it possible for a person to convert cash 

into an electronic (as defined in section 

106(2) of the Electronic Signatures in Global 

and National Commerce Act (15 U.S.C. 

7006(2)) form that can be used to add funds 

to a general-use prepaid card, as defined in 

Regulation E, 12 CFR part 1005.2, or an 

account with a payment intermediary. For 

purposes of this definition, a cash reload 

mechanism is not itself a general-use prepaid 

debit card or a swipe reload process or 

similar method in which funds are added 

directly onto a person’s own general-use 

prepaid card or account with a payment 

intermediary.  For purposes of this definition, 

money transfer provider means any person or 

financial institution that provides cash-to-

cash money transfers for a person in the 

normal course of its business, whether or not 

the person holds an account with such person 

or financial institution. 

 

Again, at 16 C.F.R. § 310.4(a)(10), as a new 

abusive telemarketing act or practice, cash-to-

cash money transfers and cash reload 

mechanisms are prohibited under the Rule: 

 

(10) Accepting from a customer or donor, 

directly or indirectly, a cash-to-cash 

money transfer or cash reload mechanism 

as payment for goods or services offered 

or sold through telemarketing or as a 

charitable contribution solicited or sought 

through telemarketing. 

 

B. The Bank Secrecy Act and anti-

money laundering ramifications of the Rule.  

Because the FTC has categorically under the Rule 

outlawed a remotely created payment order, a 
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telemarketer may not employ such payment 

method.  Therefore, in the event a bank identifies 

a telemarketer engaged in the generation of a 

remotely created payment order, the bank may 

have an obligation to file a suspicious activity 

report.
22

  The depositing by a telemarketer of 

remotely created payment orders of at least 

$5,000.00 in the aggregate may now be a 

violation of law or regulation.  Additionally, the 

depositing by a telemarketer of a remotely created 

payment order may involve the proceeds of an 

unlawful activity, suggesting potentially money 

laundering conduct by the telemarketer.  Absent 

an effort to report, suspend, or block such deposit 

transactions, a depository bank may be subject to 

criticism by a prudential regulator.        

 

 C. The Rule provides a new 

predicate for consumer class actions.  In the 

remarkable California Supreme Court case of 

Rose v. Bank of America, N.A.,
23

 accountholders 

brought a class action under the Unfair 

Competition Law
24

 against a bank, alleging that 

the bank violated the federal Truth in Savings Act 

by failing to properly disclose fee increases on 

personal bank accounts. The trial court sustained 

bank's demurrer.  The accountholders appealed, 

and the Court of Appeal affirmed.  However, the 

Supreme Court granted review, superseding the 

opinion of the Court of Appeal. 

 

With the adoption of the Rule, at least in 

California the banking industry faces a new basis 

of liability based on the holding in Rose: If a bank 

permits a telemarketer to generate remotely 

created payment orders in violation of the Rule, 

the telemarketer faces possible liability under 

Rose and the bank faces a potential class action 

liability as a party assisting or facilitating a 

                                                           
22 31 C.F.R. § 1020.320. 
23 Rose v. Bank of America, N.A., 57 Cal.4th 390 

(2013). 
24 California Business and Professions Code § 

17200. 

telemarketer in a federal rule violation by the 

telemarketer.
25

 

 

 D. A treasury management service 

potentially covered under the Rule.  As a 

treasury management service, a bank may assist a 

merchant customer in collecting certain fees 

assessed by the customer.  For example, in 

connection with a returned check charging back a 

merchant’s account, the bank may create an 

instrument commonly called a “MICR draft” to 

enable the merchant to collect a returned check 

fee.  The MICR draft does not bear the signature 

of the check writer; it merely replicates the MICR 

line from the returned check to facilitate the 

posting of the instrument.  In sum, the MICR 

draft is a RCC.  In the event the merchant is a 

telemarketer covered under the Rule, the bank 

could be viewed as an “agent” of the 

telemarketer, triggering coverage thereunder.  

Further, the bank may have liability attach 

through assisting and facilitating in a 

telemarketer’s deceptive practice.
26

 

 

E. Risk mitigation through the use 

of the character “6” in the external processing 

code field.  A bank may consider requiring under 

its account agreement that accountholders 

generating a RCC to self-identify as a matter of 

contract.  Further, upon such self-identification, 

the bank may consider requiring the 

accountholder to identify a RCC with the 

character “6” in the EPC field in the MICR line 

                                                           
25 See 16 C.F.R. § 310.3(b) as to assisting and 

facilitating in a telemarketer’s deceptive practice: 

(b) Assisting and facilitating. It is a 

deceptive telemarketing act or practice and 

a violation of this Rule for a person to 

provide substantial assistance or support to 

any seller or telemarketer when that person 

knows or consciously avoids knowing that 

the seller or telemarketer is engaged in any 

act or practice that violates §§ 310.3(a), (c) 

or (d), or § 310.4 of this Rule. 
26

 See 16 C.F.R. § 310.3(b). 

https://a.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000547&cite=16CFRS310.4&originatingDoc=N54220330A50C11DFBCAAC0E7238D06AF&refType=VP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Category)
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under the new ANSI standard explored above.
27

  

That agreement may be similar to the following: 

 

Remotely created check means a check 

that is not created by the paying bank and 

that does not bear a signature applied, or 

purported to be applied, by the person on 

whose account the check is drawn.  You 

agree that you will not deposit into your 

account without our written consent a 

remotely created check.  You also agree 

that even if we so consent you will 

include the character “6” in the external 

processing code field (position “44”) in 

remotely created checks you deposit into 

your account.     

 

While a depository bank may not regularly have 

the cooperation of an accountholder to so self-

identify, this may be one small step in risk 

                                                           
27 Unanticipated benefits may accrue to a bank by 

having RCCs identifiable by automated means.  

Many banks offer a treasury management service 

under which deposited checks are collected through 

two principal channels: as check images and as 

debit entries bearing an ARC (NACHA Operating 

Rules section 2.5.1) or BOC (NACHA Operating 

Rules section 2.5.2) standard entry class code 

through the Automated Clearing House, depending 

on the most effective, timely, and cost-efficient 

channel available.  Remotely created checks are not 

eligible for such ARC or BOC check conversion 

transaction (NACHA Operating Rules sections 

8.35(c) and (g)).  By requiring commercial 

customers using such service to identify remotely 

created checks through the use of the new EPC field 

character “6,” the bank providing the service will be 

able to interrogate by automated means the MICR 

line to identify and to segregate remotely created 

checks so that such checks may be collected as 

images rather than as an ACH entry. By so 

identifying and segregating, an Originating 

Depository Financial Institution will be able to 

maintain the integrity and accuracy of its standard 

entry class code designations.    
 

mitigation with regard to an RCC upon such 

identification. 

 

III.  Conclusion.  The FTC has broken new 

ground in adopting a novel rule to outlaw a 

payment order categorically as to telemarketers.  

That regulatory effort is likely flawed, as the 

definition of remotely created payment order 

under the Rule is ambiguous.  Nevertheless, with 

the Rule a depository bank faces new compliance 

efforts, as a remotely created payment order does 

not contain unique transaction identifiers to 

facilitate isolating this order in the payment 

system by automated means.  Additionally, 

notwithstanding this shortcoming new burdens 

under BSA/AML obligations likely will attach. 

 
The information contained in this CBA Regulatory Compliance 

Bulletin is not intended to constitute, and should not be received as, 

legal advice.  Please consult with your counsel for more detailed 

information applicable to your institution. 
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